
HOW TO LAUNCH A LONG 
SERVICE AWARDS SCHEME



If your long service awards are structured for a workforce from 1974, or you haven’t 
organised them at all, a huge opportunity is going begging. Not only do businesses with 
long service awards see up to 20% reductions in staff turnover compared to those 
without, but 91% of employees expect to see recognition for their tenure at their company, 
even after just one year.

Just as an exercise in matching expectations, decreasing staff turnover and improving 
motivation, long service awards are worth the investment from businesses.

This guide will take about five minutes to read and will prime you to start structuring, 
scheduling and fulfilling a new or revamped long service awards scheme.
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91% of employees expect 
to see recognition for their 
tenure at their company



How to balance your loyalty awards
Hoarding your organisation’s longevity awards for employees with service measured 
in decades is a practice which can really only benefit a relatively small sliver of your 
workforce. Young employees don’t anticipate that length of time in one organisation, and 
older employees don’t expect to reach decades of service with a new company before 
retirement.

The average business using long service awards in 2018 is still keeping them locked away 
for employees serving ten years or more. Your business has an opportunity right now to 
steal the march on companies with outmoded ideas for recognising loyalty by delivering 
recognition at intervals which make sense for an aging workforce and younger generations 
of workers.

Equality in recognition
Singling out employees serving 20 or 30 years with a single company exclusively puts you 
on the wrong side of not just employees with less than ten years left before retirement, but 
depending on your local labour laws, could violate their statutory rights too.
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Structuring your long service awards to 
recognise service starting at intervals 
of less than five years makes sense not 
just to maximise the benefit of your 
recognition but helps with keeping well 
clear of any discrimination claims.



Get rewards right

Move away from cash
It’s tempting to resort to cash for your long service awards, and a great many companies 
do. Employees will often ask for cash, as there’s no confusing the value of the gift, and staff 
will be grateful to receive it, but there are definite downsides to issuing cash rewards.

Tax is a major sticking point. Any cash you award to employees on top of their salary is 
taxable, so whatever amount you deliver as a gift, some will inevitably be swallowed up 
by their tax contributions, forcing you to up your up-front contribution to get them the full 
benefit of their gift.

Cash also isn’t exactly special, or unique; cash is just more salary, the same thing you give 
employees every month, which makes it psychologically subject to the same stresses and 
pressures as salaries. 

Using a non-cash option to demonstrate your gratitude for lengthy service lets an 
employee separate an expression of gratitude from their employer and their anxiety 
around their personal finances.

How much is loyalty worth,
and when should you present awards?
Looking at when other companies issue their recognition and how they value the service of 
their staff is a great starting point to start structuring for your own company.
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• 3 years: Median award value of £25

• 5 years: Median award value of £100-£140

• 10 years: Median award value of £150-£270

• 15 years: Median award value of £300-£400

• 20 years: Median award value of £400-£500

• 50 years: Median value of £500-£1,300



At almost every level of service, longevity in the company is recognised with a choice of 
extra gifts like: 

• Watches • Gift cards and vouchers

• Special meals • Free flights

• Extraordinary one-off experiences • Golden coins or similar special tokens

• Hotel stays • Donations to charities of choice

• Paid sabbaticals • Electronics or appliances

What, and/or how much is offered at each interval varies depending on individual 
companies and which tier of the company they work for.

Make what you decide to offer consistent, fair and equitable for every employee reaching 
the levels of service you designate. If you find yourself up against the wall without any 
ideas, ask a cross-departmental selection of leaders to choose awards which will be 
valuable to the staff they work with.

Presentation of longevity 
recognition
Make sure to express your sincere gratitude not just through valued gifts, but through your 
presentation. Incorporate public messages of thanks to signal their value to the business 
alongside certificates, cards, plaques and or similar mementos.

Many companies choose to outsource the fulfilment of recognition awards, but there’s a little 
trap if managers aren’t careful. Having someone else make sure the right awards get in the 
right hands at the right time saves businesses a great deal of time and energy, but employers 
still have to do more than just arrange a package to arrive to make the most out of their long 
service awards. Don’t forget to put some time aside for the presentation and personalisation.
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Having senior leadership present awards is a 
useful tactic to drive home your buy-in from senior 
leadership about expression appreciation for loyal 
service from employees. Public expressions of 
gratitude are always more effective, even if the 
loyalty award itself is presented digitally.



Shout about staff milestones
Use any internal communication platforms you already have at your disposal to 
congratulate your staff when they reach milestones, including longevity achievements.

Personalise awards
Employees aren’t dim, they’ll cotton on quickly if there’s an identifiable pattern to how you 
present your long service awards. Change it up according to the individual person you’re 
thanking for lengthy service. Find out what would be appropriate and effective by talking to 
their immediate managers.

It’s important to remember that an employees’ fifth year with your company might be the 
tenth year in their career. Someone with 25 years’ experience in their field isn’t going to be 
bowled over by the kind of award you’d present to someone a few years into their first job. 

Maximise tax benefits
In the UK and USA, non-cash gifts can offer great tax benefits over giving cash rewards. 
Research some and reproduce them here. Make sure you investigate how your long 
service awards are affected by tax and non-cash gift laws in your country before 
committing to any course of action.

The type of awards you offer, as well as the value and timing of them, could be crucial 
in making sure your business gets the most beneficial tax outcomes for your longevity 
awards.

Please note that Love2shop Business Services employees cannot provide tax advice. The information detailed above is based purely on 

hypothetical examples. It does not take into account individual circumstances and therefore we strongly advise all of our customers to seek 

independent financial advice prior to purchasing gift cards and vouchers.
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Personalisation and care demonstrates 
your gratitude as effectively as the 
value of your awards themselves.



Measure the scheme’s efficacy

Seek and embrace feedback
We often talk about making employee feedback a more valued and regular part of how 
you do business, and finding out how employees feel about your long service awards is no 
different. Instant feedback is a great way to capture employee sentiment in the moment, 
and gives you something to measure against with surveys, questionnaires and interviews 
down the line.

Measure retention
Keep track of how your retention figures change over time and see if you can match up 
your long trends with your efforts to more consistently and effective recognise their work.
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Guage staff satisfaction

At least once a year you should be 
asking employees for their feedback 
on their employer and their role, 
which provides you with a great 
opportunity to find out more about 
how they feel about the overall 
company’s employee recognition 
scheme as well as their feelings on 
your long service offerings.



The Business Case for Long Service Awards
Introducing long service awards has clear, tangible benefits to your organisation. Not only are 
long service awards sought after by employees, they make employees feel like they’re cared 
for by their employers, and as a result employees are more likely to stay with a company.
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of organisations leverage
milestone recognition programmes

of companies in the UK
offer longevity awards

83% 63%&
of managers believe
rewards encourage
specific desired behaviours
in an organisation90%

improve key areas like position tenure,
job harmony and engagement with employers

Milestone programmes

The positive impact
of milestone recognition
spans all cultures and age groups

19%
EMPLOYEES ARE

MORE LIKELY TO FEEL CARED
ABOUT BY EMPLOYERS WITH
LONGEVITY AWARDS

Long service awards are more
correlated with employee tenure
than any other type of reward

60%
of people believe stable
long-term work will exist less
in the future, driving home
the need for retention rewards

73%
of employees would prefer
long service awards over
other recognition services
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www.love2shopworldwide.com

0843 686 0427

sales@love2shop.co.uk

WANT TO RECOGNISE 
LOYALTY IN YOUR 
ORGANISATION?
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